
Steelhead XR Hybrids 
 

Product Name: Steelhead XR Hybrids 

 
Product One-liner: Unparalleled combination of distance, forgiveness and 
playability  
 
Who is this product aimed at: The Game Improver 
 
Product Intro Date: 23/08/16 
 
Product at Retail Date: 02/09/16 
 
Tech Specs: 3H (19°), 4H (22°), 5H (25°), 6H (28°) 
RH/LH 3H-6H in Men’s  
RH 3H-6H and LH 4H-6H in Ladies  
 
Price: £199 (Provisional pricing) 
*Full European pricing will be available on the Press Centre shortly 
 

Product Intro 

 

A hybrid’s combination of compact head, perimeter weighting and low CG is 

intended to make it easy to launch high and long shots from a variety of lies. 

Steelhead XR Hybrids take all of that to the next level. Compared to XR Hybrids, 

the head is longer from heel to toe and deeper from front to back, with a deep-

back CG, all of which combines to make Steelhead XR Hybrids even more 

forgiving and easier to launch.  

 

Likewise, the face of each Steelhead XR Hybrid is larger and incorporates next-

generation Hyper Speed Face Cup technology that allows the edges of the face 

to flex and release faster at impact, raising ball speed on both centre and off-

centre hits to promote more distance, swing after swing. 

 

With Callaway’s Speed Step Technology, designed with the assistance of 

aerospace experts, airflow has been improved to promote faster clubhead speed 

for more distance.  

 

Just as the original Steelhead X-14 Irons were renowned for their extremely 

playable and versatile sole design, so are Steelhead XR Hybrids.  

 



In terms of total performance, the convergence of the Steelhead XR’s advanced 

technologies and shaping allow it to deliver exactly what golfers want from a 

hybrid: massive forgiveness, easy launch, high and long flight, and exceptional 

versatility and playability.  

 

Features & Benefits 

 

Distance Features 

 

More Speed and Distance from a Larger Face and Next-Gen Hyper Speed 

Face Cup Technology 

A larger clubface energised by our next-generation Hyper Speed Face Cup 

technology promotes faster ball speed, especially on off-centre hits.   

 

Easy Launch, High Flight and Long Carry from a Larger Head and Deep-

back CG  

Larger head and deep back CG make Steelhead XR Hybrids easier to launch 

high for more carry and distance. 

 

Faster Head Speed for More Distance from Speed Step Technology 

Designed with the assistance of aerospace experts, Callaway’s Speed Step 

Technology improves airflow to promote faster clubhead speed for more 

distance.  

 

Control Features 

 

Increased Forgiveness from a Refined Head Shape  

Our designers maximised the forgiveness of the head by creating a slightly 

deeper body and longer blade length to create a larger hitting area and raise the 

MOI, making the Steelhead XR Hybrids easy to hit from a wide variety of lies 

both on and off the fairway. 

 

Component Package 

Stock Graphite Shaft: Matrix F15 

Stock Grip: Callaway Universal 

 

Custom Options 

Large selection of premium aftermarket graphite shafts along with a long list of 

aftermarket grips to customise your set exactly how you want it. 


